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Background: There have been few studies concerning delayed medical attention among middle-aged and older adults, and in-depth 
analyses of delay duration and symptoms have been lacking.
Methods: In this cross-sectional study exploiting a face-to-face questionnaire survey, we investigated delays in seeing a doctor among 
≥ 45-year-old people in Zhejiang, China over the past year, and analyzed relevant influencing factors through logistics regression.
Results: A total of 1034 people aged ≥45 years were enrolled, whose overall occurrence of delay in seeing a doctor was 28.24% 
(23.00% for older adults aged ≥60 years). Factors like the presence of 2 chronic diseases, intense social loneliness, and more health 
care needs contributed to the occurrence of delay in seeing a doctor (OR (95% CI) = 2.102 (1.252–3.529); OR (95% CI) = 1.030 
(1.002–1.059); OR (95% CI) = 1.049 (1.002–1.099). Contrastively, factors like convenient access to medical care and good self- 
reported health status inhibited such occurrence OR (95% CI) = 0.321 (0.199–0.519); OR (95% CI) = 0.369 (0.183–0.745). The 
foremost reason was wanting to wait and see if the problem would get better on its own (117, 40.07%). Respiratory system disease 
(14.90%), dental problems (13.82%), and cardiac disease (13.61%) constituted the top 3 types of diseases whose treatments were 
delayed. Additionally, for the majority of older adults, the delay duration was 1–2 weeks (99, 33.90%), and the economic burden was 
the cause of the longest delay in seeing a doctor among middle-aged and older adults.
Conclusion: To alleviate the problem of delay in seeing a doctor among middle-aged and older adults, their families and society 
should enhance care for them and reduce their sense of social loneliness. Emphasis should be placed by the government on helping 
middle-aged and older adults with financial difficulties so that their medical convenience can be improved.
Keywords: middle-aged, older adults, delaying doctor visits, China, cross-sectional study

Introduction
China has entered into an aging society and will continue to age rapidly.1 According to China’s seventh national census, 
older adults aged ≥ 60 accounted for 18.70% of the total population in 2020, among which those aged ≥ 65 represented 
13.5%, and life expectancy also increased accordingly.2 The World Bank predicts that by 2050, the proportion of older 
adults aged ≥ 65 in the total population will reach 26% in China.3 The aging of the population is a major challenge faced 
by China’s social economy.

The distribution of geriatric medical resources among different regions in China is unbalanced.4 To better match the 
aging population, region-specific aging security systems and health service industries should be developed by the 
Chinese government, especially in the western region of China.4 Under limited medical resources, the aging of the 
population causes failure to meet the medical needs of some older adults in time. For example, since Chinese families 
mostly have one child, the number of empty-nest elders is increasing.5 The proportion of non-use of healthcare services is 
higher in empty-nest older adults than that in non-empty-nest ones.6 Moreover, the older adults who received less 
financial/material support from their children were less likely to seek healthcare treatment.7 The less the older adults use 
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medical services, the more likely they are to delay in seeing a doctor. In addition, the jurisdictions of China’s medical and 
older adult care services belong to different departments, and the integration of “medical institutions” and “older adult 
care institutions” is insufficient, so some older adults in retirement homes are unable to see a doctor timely.8 Therefore, it 
is true that older adults may experience a delay in seeing a doctor.

Delaying treatment may have a negative impact on a patient’s health and the effectiveness of the treatment.9 To 
reduce the occurrence of delay in seeing a doctor, many scholars have researched it.10,11 Pack and Gallo were the first to 
propose the concept of delay in seeing a doctor in 1938, which was defined as ≥3 months from the time when a patient 
first found symptoms to the time when he/she first visited a medical institution.12 Clinically, delay in seeing a doctor is 
defined as the latency in the process from the onset of symptoms to the acceptance of effective treatment, which 
comprises 3 parts: patient delay, transport delay, and in-hospital delay.13 Some scholars also define “delay in seeing 
a doctor” as the phenomenon in which a patient found abnormal physical symptoms in the past year and needed medical 
treatment, but is delayed due to various reasons.14

Currently, the occurrence status of delay in seeing a doctor has been reported in many studies.15 For example, in the 
United States, ~6% of disabled older adults delay seeing a doctor because of cost.14 In Vietnam, 49% of breast cancer 
patients delayed seeking medical attention by at least 3 months from the onset of symptoms.16 In Turkey, 36.1% of 
patients with non-small-cell lung cancer waited more than 1 month between the symptom onset and the medical attention 
seeking, with an average delay of 49.9 days. Moreover, 69.4% of them delayed seeing a doctor because they thought their 
symptoms were not serious and wanted to see if they would get better by themselves.17 During the COVID-19 pandemic, 
the monthly total outpatient visits of a community hospital in Taiwan declined by 39%, and the visits of older adults (≥80 
years) decreased by 44%. In other words, most patients suffer from delayed medical treatment.18

Additionally, the influencing factors of delay in seeing a doctor have also been discussed extensively from the 
perspectives of Andersen’s behavioral model-related variables,19 disease attributes,20 psychological factors, and cognitive 
factors.21 Andersen’s behavioral model-related variables have been widely regarded as influencing factors in many 
studies on health services use.22 The predisposing factors of Andersen’s behavioral model include socio-demographic 
variables, while the enabling factors refer to resources that can impede or facilitate the use of health services (namely, 
income, access to health insurance or pension and wealth), and demand factors represent the demand for health care 
services. Andersen’s behavioral model-related variables are influencing factors of delay in seeing a doctor. For example, 
in India, senile and male people are more likely to actively seek medical treatment opportunities,23 while in the United 
States during the COVID-19 pandemic, Caucasian, non-Hispanic, and other groups with higher social status or economic 
levels slowed down their behavior of seeking medical attention due to more adequate social security benefits.24 Income is 
a major determinant of whether to see a doctor or not, and financially burdened patients have a longer delay in seeing 
a doctor.25 Disease attributes affect patients’ medical treatment behavior; for instance, medical demand varies hugely 
among people with or without congenital illness.26 According to another study, patients often delay seeing a doctor 
because of psychological factors like “fear of doctors or treatment” and “want to see if the problem will get better by 
itself”.27 Besides, patients are more likely to delay seeing a doctor if they lack awareness of the diseases.28

Despite the detailed scholarly discussion concerning the status quo and influencing factors of delay in seeing a doctor, 
extant studies focus mostly on the whole population, while there are limited studies targeting middle-aged and older 
adults. A majority of published works discuss the occurrence of delay in seeing a doctor for a single disease, while 
comparative analysis concerning the types of diseases developed by middle-aged and older adults with delayed medical 
attention is lacking. Moreover, existing studies rarely report information like the number of delayed days.

Hence, this study discusses the occurrence status and influencing factors of “delay in seeing a doctor” in the case of 
middle-aged and older Chinese in Zhejiang. Further, supplementary analysis is made on key information like causes of 
delay in seeing a doctor, the number of days delayed, and types of diseases for which seeing a doctor is delayed, to 
provide a theoretical basis for the government to deal with the dilemma of “failure to fulfill medical needs timely in the 
context of population aging”.
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Methods
Study Design and Data
This study was designed as a cross-sectional survey. Initially, we described the status quo of delay in seeing a doctor 
among middle-aged and older adults aged ≥45, and compared the differences in the occurrence of such delay among 
various demographic characteristics through univariate analysis. Next, we explored the influencing factors of delay in 
seeing a doctor among middle-aged and older adults with a logistic regression model. Finally, we described key 
information such as the causes of delay in seeing a doctor, the number of days delayed, and the main diseases for 
which seeing a doctor was delayed.

The questionnaire was designed by the authors themselves. After completion of the questionnaire design, 
a preliminary survey was conducted, as well as a review by two experts in epidemiology and health statistics, before 
the formal application of the questionnaire. The questionnaire was filled in face-to-face in paper form. After obtaining the 
informed consent of each participant, the investigators asked questions and filled in the questionnaire according to the 
answers of the older adults.

The inclusion criteria of respondents herein were: 1. Permanent residents of Zhejiang, China; 2. Age ≥45 years; 3. 
Voluntary participation in the survey; 4. Conscious and able to understand and answer questions accurately.

Both probabilistic sampling (eg simple random sampling) and non-probabilistic sampling (eg convenience sampling) 
were used in this study. Step 1: Through simple random sampling, 4 out of 11 prefecture-level cities in Zhejiang, namely 
Hangzhou, Shaoxing, Ningbo, and Huzhou, were selected as the cities under survey. Step 2: According to the 
investigators’ place of domicile or residence, the target county-level cities (districts) were selected from the above 4 
prefecture-level cities through convenience sampling, and the investigators were assigned accordingly. Step 3: Through 
accidental sampling and snowball sampling, investigators were well-trained and conducted a face-to-face questionnaire 
survey in places with dense middle-aged and older adults (eg morning exercise parks, food markets, hospitals) in county- 
level cities (districts).

The survey was conducted from June to November 2022, during which a total of 1100 questionnaires were collected. 
Due to the lack of gender, age, and other key information in some of them, the number of valid questionnaires totaled 
1034, with a response rate of 94%. This study complies with the Declaration of Helsinki and was approved by the Ethics 
Committee of Hangzhou Medical College (Ethics code: LL2022-18). Informed consent was obtained from all subjects 
involved in the study.

Research Variables and Measures
Delay in Seeing a Doctor (Dependent Variable)
Concerning previous studies,9,14 this survey defined delay in seeing a doctor as the phenomenon in which a patient with 
medical needs failed to seek medical attention timely in the past year due to subjective or objective reasons.

In the questionnaire, we first asked respondents, “Have you had a time in the past year when you felt you needed to 
see a doctor, but for some particular reason put it off and had to wait?” If the respondents answered “Yes”, we then asked 
the following 3 questions: “1. Why did you put off seeing a doctor and wait? Please select the most important reason” “2. 
How long did you wait then to see a doctor?” “3. What was your main symptom when you went to see the doctor?”

Independent Variables
Initially, the core variables of this study were from Andersen’s behavioral model-related variables,22 which have been 
widely used in many studies on health services and include predisposing, enabling, and demand factors. Taking into 
consideration the research contents, the predisposing factors herein included age, gender, hukou, marital status, and 
educational level. Among them, hukou refers to the information that individuals register according to their type of 
residence. In China, each person can only register one hukou, which can be classified into urban or rural. Enabling factors 
included personal monthly income, medical insurance, pension insurance, and the convenience of seeing a doctor at 
ordinary times. Demand factors included self-reported health status and the number of chronic diseases developed.

Secondly, social support and loneliness have been proven to affect the use of medical services among older 
adults.29,30 Accordingly, we hypothesized that social support and loneliness would also affect delay in seeing a doctor 
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in older adults, which were thus included as independent variables as well. All of the scales used for measuring social 
support and loneliness of middle-aged and older adults in this survey were from literature, and have been verified by 
Chinese scholars.31,32 For older adults to better understand the questions, all the backward questions of the original 
loneliness scale were adjusted to the forward question. The perceived social support scale was a Likert 7-point one, with 
a higher total score indicating more social support. The loneliness scale was a Likert 5-point one, with a higher total 
score indicating a stronger feeling of loneliness.

Finally, the health needs of older adults have been proven to affect their choice preference for medical service types.33 

Therefore, we also included the needs of the older adults as independent variables. Concerning Maslow’s hierarchy of 
needs, we designed a scale to measure the needs of older adults, which had 19 items that were under 5 dimensions of life 
care, health care, spiritual comfort, security, and rights safeguarding. The need scale adopted Likert 5-point scoring, with 
a higher total score indicating a higher degree of need.

Reliability and Validity of the Scales
KMO and Bartlett’s test was employed to determine whether the 3 scales were suitable for factor analysis. According to 
the results detailed in Supplementary Table 1, The KMO values of the 3 scales were all greater than 0.8, while the 
Bartlett values were all less than 0.001, indicating that factor analysis could be performed on these 3 scales.

As shown by the factor analysis results of the perceived social support scale (Supplementary Table 2), the scale 
covered 12 items, where 3 factor components could be extracted, with a cumulative contribution rate of 81.91%. These 3 
factors were family support, friend support, and other support.

The loneliness scale consisted of 10 items, where 2 factor components could be extracted, with a cumulative 
contribution rate of 61.01% (Supplementary Table 3). According to the theory proposed by Weiss,34 these 2 factors 
were called social loneliness and emotional loneliness. Although the specific items of the two factors were a little 
different from the original Chinese scale,31 the overall validity was acceptable.

As for the need scale, it contained 19 items, where 5 factor components could be extracted, with a cumulative 
contribution rate of 80.60% (Supplementary Table 4). After generalization and summarization, we named these 5 factors 
life care needs, health care needs, spiritual comfort needs, security needs, and needs for safeguarding rights.

Next, we measured the reliability of the 3 scales. Their Cronbach α coefficients were all above 0.8, indicating good 
reliability. In particular, the coefficients of the perceived social support scale were all greater than 0.9, indicating that this 
scale was highly reliable (Supplementary Table 5).

Statistical Analysis
Initially, we descriptively analyzed the phenomenon of delay in seeing a doctor among the middle-aged and older adults 
in China. Distribution differences in the occurrence of such delay among various demographic characteristics were 
compared by the chi-squared test, while the inter-group differences in scale scores were compared by the t-test.

Next, the multicollinearity between independent variables was examined. The results showed that the variance 
inflation factor (VIF) values were all below 10, indicating the absence of collinearity between independent variables. 
Thus, we explored the influencing factors of delay in seeing a doctor among middle-aged and older adults with the 
logistic regression model. The basic model is as follows:

When the probability of an event (eg, people delay in seeing a doctor) happening is π, then 1-π is the probability of 
that event not happening. The odds of that event are the ratio of two probabilities. β0 is a constant term. β1 … βp are 
regression coefficients. X1 … Xp are the independent variables.

When Xj increases by 1 unit, ln (Odds) changes:
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Therefore, OR is got as follows:

Afterward, the R×C chi-squared test and analysis of variance were used to describe the distributions of delay duration 
and reasons.

Finally, we calculated the constituent ratio of disease symptoms for which seeing a doctor was delayed. In addition, 
the interrelations between the reasons for the delay, delay duration, and disease symptoms were described by plotting the 
frequency heatmap.

All of the statistical tests were two-sided, and P <0.05 was considered statistically significant. The statistical software 
used was R software (version 3.6.3).

Results
A total of 1034 middle-aged and older adults aged ≥45 were enrolled in this survey. More than half of them were females (619, 
59.86%), while the dominant age group was 45–59 years (386, 37.33%). The urban population accounted for 57.54% (595). 
Most of the respondents were married (874, 84.53%), and had a middle school education or below (657, 63.54%).

Current Status of Delay in Seeing a Doctor Among the Middle-Aged and Older Adults
Through the survey, we found that 292 middle-aged and older adults had delayed seeing a doctor in the past year, with an 
occurrence of 28.24% (Table 1). The occurrence of such delay among older adults ≥60 years was 23.00%.

Age, hukou, and marital status were the predisposing factors in Andersen’s model. In terms of age, the occurrence of 
delay in seeing a doctor decreased with increasing age (P <0.001), and those aged 45–59 were the most likely to delay 
seeing a doctor. In terms of hukou, the occurrence of delay in seeing a doctor among the rural group (37.36%) was higher 
than that among the urban group (21.51%). Regarding marital status, married people were more likely to delay seeing 
a doctor (29.86%).

Income and the convenience of seeing a doctor were enabling factors in Andersen’s model. Middle-aged and older 
adults with lower monthly income and no pension insurance were more prone to delay seeing a doctor. Additionally, 
those who had more convenient access to medical care were less likely to delay seeing a doctor (P <0.001).

The number of chronic diseases developed and self-reported health status were need factors in Andersen’s model. We 
found that the occurrence of delay in seeing a doctor might rise with the increasing number of chronic diseases 
(P =0.017), while dropping with the heightening of self-reported health degrees. In other words, people with better self- 
reported health were less likely to delay seeing a doctor (P <0.001).

The scores of various scale factors also differed somewhat depending on whether seeing a doctor was delayed or not. First of 
all, the family support and other support scores of the delayed patients were lower than those of the non-delayed patients (P both 
<0.001). Secondly, compared with the non-delayed group, the delayed group felt stronger social and emotional loneliness 
(P <0.001, P =0.015). Lastly, the delayed group had more urgent needs for safeguarding rights (P =0.003).

Influencing Factors of Delay in Seeing a Doctor Among the Middle-Aged and Older 
Adults
In this survey, the correlations of various factors with delay in seeing a doctor were analyzed through logistics regression, 
and the results are listed in Table 1.

We found that middle-aged and older adults with convenient access to medical care were less likely to delay seeing 
a doctor than those with inconvenient access to medical care (OR (95% CI) =0.321 (0.199–0.519), P <0.001). The 
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Table 1 Delay in Seeing a Doctor Among Chinese Middle-Aged and Elderly and Its Influencing Factors (N=1034)

Factor Sample Delay in Seeing a Doctor 
in the Past Year

Group  
Comparison 
P-Valuea

OR (95% CI) Logistic  
P-Valuea

No 
(N=742)

Yes 
(N=292)

Sex b

Male 415 306(73.73) 109(26.27) 0.248 Reference

Female 619 436(70.44) 183(29.56) 0.999 
(0.722–1.383)

0.997

Age group c

45–59 386 243(62.95) 143(37.05) Reference
60–69 272 201(73.90) 71(26.10) <0.001*** 0.690 

(0.463–1.030)

0.069

≥70 376 298(79.26) 78(20.74) 0.659 
(0.424–1.023)

0.063

Hukou b

Urban resident 595 467(78.49) 128(21.51) <0.001*** Reference
Rural resident 439 275(62.64) 164(37.36) 1.429 

(0.977–2.090)

0.066

Marital status b

Married 874 613(70.14) 261(29.86) 0.007** Reference

Others d 160 129(80.63) 31(19.38) 0.694 

(0.420–1.147)

0.154

Education c

Middle school or below 657 472(71.84) 185(28.16) Reference

High School 217 158(72.81) 59(27.19) 0.757 0.991 
(0.653–1.505)

0.967

College degree or above 160 112(70.00) 48(30.00) 1.266 

(0.758–2.114)

0.368

Income (RMB) c

<1000 88 52(59.09) 36(40.91) Reference

1000–2000 123 78(63.41) 45(36.59) 1.053 
(0.551–2.010)

0.876

2000–3000 188 120(63.83) 68(36.17) <0.001*** 1.074 
(0.584–1.976)

0.818

3000–4000 132 94(71.21) 38(28.79) 0.706 

(0.357–1.396)

0.317

>4000 503 398(79.13) 105(20.87) 0.557 

(0.298–1.040)

0.066

Medical insurance b

No 25 16(64.00) 9(36.00) 0.383 Reference

Yes e 1009 726(71.95) 283(28.05) 2.193 

(0.838–5.744)

0.110

Pension b

No 135 80(59.26) 55(40.74) 0.001** Reference

Yes f 899 662(73.64) 237(26.36) 0.718 
(0.419–1.229)

0.227

Is it convenient to see a doctor c

Inconvenient 97 46(47.42) 51(52.58) Reference
Moderate 143 62(43.36) 81(56.64) <0.001*** 1.179 

(0.676–2.053)

0.562

Convenient 794 634(79.85) 160(20.15) 0.321 
(0.199–0.519)

<0.001***

(Continued)
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probability of delay in seeing a doctor among middle-aged and older adults suffering from 2 chronic diseases was 2.102 
times that of those without chronic diseases (95% CI =1.252–3.529), suggesting that people having more chronic diseases 
were more likely to delay seeing a doctor. Besides, middle-aged and older adults with self-reported good health were less 
prone to delay seeing a doctor than those with self-reported poor health (OR (95% CI) =0.369 (0.183–0.745), P =0.005).

Table 1 (Continued). 

Factor Sample Delay in Seeing a Doctor 
in the Past Year

Group  
Comparison 
P-Valuea

OR (95% CI) Logistic  
P-Valuea

No 
(N=742)

Yes 
(N=292)

Chronic illness c

None 482 363(75.31) 119(24.69) Reference

1 333 239(71.77) 94(28.23) 0.017* 1.399 
(0.962–2.034)

0.079

2 118 67(56.78) 51(43.22) 2.102 

(1.252–3.529)

0.005**

≥3 101 73(72.28) 28(27.72) 0.846 

(0.456–1.571)

0.597

Self-reported general health status c

Bad 50 27(54.00) 23(46.00) Reference

Fair 319 188(58.93) 131(41.07) <0.001*** 0.635 

(0.320–1.260)

0.194

Good 665 527(79.25) 138(20.75) 0.369 

(0.183–0.745)

0.005**

Perceived social support g

Family support 1034 742 

(24.0±4.4)

292 

(22.8±4.3)

<0.001*** 0.988 

(0.948–1.031)

0.588

Friend support 1034 742 
(20.4±5.5)

292 
(19.7±5.1)

0.072 1.035 
(0.988–1.084)

0.146

Other support 1034 742 

(21.5±5.2)

292 

(20.2±5.1)

<0.001*** 0.957 

(0.911–1.004)

0.075

Loneliness g

Social loneliness 1034 742 

(13.3±5.7)

292 

(16.4±6.1)

<0.001*** 1.030 

(1.002–1.059)

0.037*

Emotional loneliness 1034 742 

(5.4±3.0)

292 

(5.9±2.6)

0.015* 0.976 

(0.916–1.040)

0.449

Need g

Life care needs 1034 742 

(13.6±7.5)

292 

(13.3±6.6)

0.418 0.957 

(0.926–0.989)

0.009**

Health care needs 1034 742 
(12.5±5.9)

292 
(13.0±5.3)

0.188 1.049 
(1.002–1.099)

0.042*

Spiritual comfort needs 1034 742 

(9.8±5.4)

292 

(10.4±5.0)

0.103 1.015 

(0.973–1.058)

0.493

Security needs 1034 742 

(9.4±4.8)

292 

(9.7±4.5)

0.409 1.030 

(0.974–1.090)

0.302

Needs for safeguarding rights 1034 742 
(6.9±4.4)

292 
(7.8±4.3)

0.003** 1.010 
(0.957–1.066)

0.721

Notes: a*P<0.05, **P<0.01, ***P<0.001. bThese variable are unordered variables, expressed as N(%), and P value is the result of Chi-square test. cThese variables are 
rank ordered variables, expressed as N(%), and P value is result of Cochran-Armitage test. dInclude divorced, separated, widowed and single. eInclude medical 
insurance for urban residents/new rural cooperative medical insurance, medical insurance for urban workers and commercial medical insurance. fInclude pension for 
urban and rural residents, pension for urban workers and commercial endowment insurance. gThese variables are continuous variables, expressed as N(�X � S), and 
P value is the result of t-test.
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Additionally, social loneliness, life care needs, and health care needs were associated with delay in seeing a doctor. 
Middle-aged and older adults with stronger social loneliness and more health care needs exhibited higher probabilities of 
delay in seeing a doctor (OR (95% CI) =1.030 (1.002–1.059); OR (95% CI) =1.049 (1.002–1.099). Contrastively, those 
with stronger life care needs were less prone to delay seeing a doctor (OR (95% CI) = 0.957 (0.926–0.989)).

However, we found no association between sociodemographic characteristics (age, gender, marital status, etc.) and 
economic factors (income, health insurance, pension insurance, etc.) with delay in seeing a doctor.

Reasons for Delay in Seeing a Doctor Among the Middle-Aged and Older Adults
A total of 292 older adults who had delayed seeing a doctor in the past year answered the major reasons for their delayed 
medical attention. The reasons, in descending order of ratio, were as follows: Want to wait and see if the problem will get 
better on its own (117, 40.07%); Could not take time to see a doctor due to work, childcare or other reasons (57, 19.52%); 
Waiting too long for outpatient service/hospitalization (47, 16.10%); Could not afford to attend (39, 13.36%); No means 
of transportation or the hospital is too far away (22, 7.53%); Fear of doctors/treatment (10, 3.42%).

Figure 1 presents the descriptive results of the reasons for the delay in seeing a doctor. Middle-aged and older adults 
aged 45–59, with urban hukou, college education or above, and pension insurance were more prone to delay seeing 
a doctor because they “Could not take time to see a doctor” (28.26%, 28.13%, 37.50% and 22.78%). Among those who 
reported “monthly income <1000 yuan”, 41.67% delayed seeing a doctor because they “Could not afford it”. Meanwhile, 
those who usually had convenient access to medical care delayed seeing a doctor because they “Want to wait and see if 
the problem will get better on its own” (50.00%). Besides, we also found that those who chose “No means of 
transportation or the hospital is too far away” had lower needs in all the aforementioned 5 dimensions than others 
(Figure 1D).

Figure 1 Descriptive results of the reasons for delay in seeing a doctor. (A) The distribution of reasons for delay among different factors. The brackets mean P-values for 
group comparison (univariate analysis). For unordered variables (eg sex, hukou), the P-value is the result of Chi-square test. For rank ordered variables (eg age, education 
level), the P-value is result of Kruskal–Wallis test. *P<0.05, **P<0.01, ***P<0.001. (B) Social support scale scores (class by reasons) (C) Loneliness scale scores (class by 
reasons) (D) Need scale scores (class by reasons). The arrow means the need scores of Reason 4 are lower than other reasons.
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The Delay Time in Seeing a Doctor Among the Middle-Aged and Older Adults
The interviewed middle-aged and older adults also responded to the delay time in seeing a doctor. The selection 
proportions of four time periods were 1–2 weeks (N=99, 33.90%), < 1 week (N=82, 28.08%), >4 weeks (N=78, 
26.71%), and 3–4 weeks (N=33, 11.30%) from the highest to the lowest proportions.

The description results of the delay time are shown in Figure 2. As observed, there was no significant difference in the 
distribution of delay time among various factors. However, we discovered that the delay time of middle-aged and older 
adults with a monthly income < Ұ1000 seemed to be longer than that in other populations. Moreover, populations with 
a delay time > 4 weeks, had stronger needs from different aspects (Figure 2D).

Major Disease Symptoms of Middle-Aged and Older Adults with Delay in Seeing 
a Doctor
The major disease symptoms of middle-aged and older adults with delays in seeing a doctor are presented in Figure 3. 
According to the selection proportions, the top five diseases from the highest to lowest proportions were 1. Respiratory 
system disease (14.90%), 2. Dental problems (13.82%), 3. Cardiac disease (13.61%), 4. Digestive system disease 
(11.66%), and 5. Endocrine system disease (10.37%).

Interrelations Among Reasons for the Delay, Delay Time, and Disease Symptoms
To understand the pairwise interrelations among reasons for the delay, delay time, and disease symptoms, the frequency 
heat map was plotted, where the heat degree (shade of color) represents the magnitude of frequency. The interrelations 
between the two variables were analyzed by observing the heat degrees of different dimensions.

Figure 2 Descriptive results of delay time for delay in seeing a doctor. (A) The distribution of delay time among different factors. No statistically significant differences were 
found between the groups. (B). Social support scale scores (class by delay time) (C). Loneliness scale scores (class by delay time) (D). Need scale scores (class by delay time). 
The arrow means the need scores of > 4 weeks are a little higher than other delay time.
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Figure 4A shows the frequency heat map for the interrelation between the reasons for delay and disease symptoms. 
We discovered that diseases related to delay in seeing a doctor due to “Want to wait and see if the problem will get better 
on its own” were mostly respiratory system diseases, dental problems, and cardiac diseases.

Figure 4B displays the frequency heat map for the interrelation between delay time and disease symptoms. The results 
indicated that the diseases related to delay time > 4 weeks were mostly digestive system diseases, dental problems, and 
cardiac diseases. The delay time of respiratory system disease was relatively short, mostly < 1 week or 1–2 weeks. The 
delay time of dental problems was mostly distributed at both extremes, mainly < 1 week or > 4 weeks.

Figure 4C presents the frequency heat map for the interrelation between reasons for the delay and delay time. 
According to our results, the delay time in seeing a doctor due to “Could not afford” was mostly > 4 weeks, while that 
due to “Could not take time to see a doctor” and “Waiting too long for outpatient service/ hospitalization” was mostly < 1 
week or 1–2 weeks.

Figure 3 The major disease symptoms for delay in seeing a doctor.
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Discussion
This study explored the occurrence of delay in seeing a doctor and its influencing factors among Chinese middle-aged 
and older adults, and supplemented important information such as reasons for the delay in seeing a doctor, delay time and 
major disease symptoms among middle-aged and older adults.

Current Situation of Delay in Seeing a Doctor Among the Middle-Aged and Older 
Adults
As discovered in this survey, the occurrence of delay in seeing a doctor among middle-aged and older adults was 28.24%, 
of which, that in the older adults aged ≥ 60 years was 23.00%. In addition, the occurrence of “Unmet Healthcare Needs” 
among Malaysians aged ≥ 60 years in the past year was 6.6%,35 while that among Koreans aged ≥ 65 years was 17.4%.36 

The “Unmet Healthcare Needs” mentioned in the aforementioned two studies included two parts, namely, “needed care 
was never received” and “needed care was received at a later time”. In other words, the occurrence rates of delay in 
seeing a doctor in the last year among Malaysians aged ≥ 60 years and Koreans aged ≥ 65 years are lower than the 
literature reports (<6.6% and <17.4%). Furthermore, in the USA, 11.69% of people aged ≥ 65 years had a delay in seeing 
a doctor.30 Thus, the occurrence of delays in seeing a doctor among middle-aged and older Chinese people is higher than 
that in other countries.

Figure 4 Interrelations among reasons for the delay, delay time, and disease symptoms. (A) The frequency heat map for the interrelation between the reasons for delay and 
disease symptoms (B). The frequency heat map for the interrelation between delay time and disease symptoms (C). The frequency heat map for the interrelation between 
delay time and the reasons for delay.
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Influencing Factors for Delay in Seeing a Doctor Among the Middle-Aged and Older 
Adults
As pointed out in the literature, middle-aged and older adults aged 45–59 years are the high-risk population of “not 
seeing a doctor when ill”.27 Although our univariate analysis results verified that the middle-aged population of 45–59 
years had the highest occurrence of delay in seeing a doctor, multivariate analysis results revealed no statistical 
significance of age. In addition, some literature also suggests that women are the high-risk population for the delay in 
seeing a doctor,37,38 but no consistent results were obtained in this study.

Further, our logistic regression results also demonstrated that, compared with the population with inconvenient access 
to medical services, the phenomenon of delay in seeing a doctor was rare in the middle-aged and older adults with 
convenient access to medical services. Such results are similar to some existing studies.39 This indicates that poor 
transportation is significantly related to delays in seeing a doctor. Therefore, transportation convenience should be taken 
into consideration by the government when improving medical service accessibility.

Additionally, as suggested by our results, middle-aged and older adults with more chronic diseases, poorer self- 
reported health conditions, and more healthcare needs were more likely to have a delay in seeing a doctor. It is also 
reported in other studies that, when the self-reported health condition decreases by 4.5% among older adults, the 
probability of “unmet healthcare needs” increases by 1%.40

In addition, we also discovered in our survey that, middle-aged and older adults with stronger needs for life care had 
less delay in seeing a doctor. Specifically, life care in this survey included the needs for housework, catering, and 
assistance with showers and haircuts. We speculate that these older adults with stronger needs are being taken care of by 
specially assigned persons or professional institutions. Therefore, when they are sick, the care provider can go with them 
to see a doctor, thereby leading to a lower occurrence of delay in seeing a doctor.

Reason Distribution, Disease Symptoms and Delay Time in Seeing a Doctor Among 
Middle-Aged and Older Adults
This paper investigated the reason distribution, delay time, and disease symptoms related to delay in seeing a doctor 
among middle-aged and older adults. As a result, the most frequently selected reason was “Want to wait and see if the 
problem will get better on its own”. This suggests that more efforts should be made to improve health knowledge and 
health literacy among middle-aged and older adults since sufficient health knowledge contributes to promoting the 
judgment of disease severity by older adults, and good health literacy helps to promote the formation of healthy 
behaviors among them (like seeing a doctor in time).41 Additionally, as found by Korean scholars, the low-income 
population usually has “unmet healthcare needs” due to the costs, while the younger population may have “unmet 
healthcare needs” due to being “too busy”,42 consistent with our results.

Among the most frequently selected diseases related to delay in seeing a doctor in this paper, the top three types were 
respiratory system disease (14.90%), dental problems (13.82%), and cardiac disease (13.61%). In these three types of 
diseases, cardiac disease has an occult onset and is easily neglected.43 For instance, the symptom of painless myocardial 
infarction manifests as sudden chest pain, which can induce cardiac shock within a short period if not treated timely, thus 
causing irreversible injury. Therefore, the government should attach great importance to health education on various 
diseases for middle-aged and older adults, especially cardiovascular diseases. Educators should inform middle-aged and 
older adults of the necessity of seeing a doctor in time if any cardiovascular symptom occurs, to avoid missing the 
optimal treatment time.

Combined with disease cause analysis, we discovered that the delay time in seeing a doctor was frequently > 4 weeks 
due to economic causes. It indicates that economic pressure is the reason for the longest delay time in seeing a doctor 
among middle-aged and older adults. However, different from subjective reasons (like “want to wait”), such objective 
reasons (economic pressure) can be solved within a short time. The government may specifically support such people 
with delays in seeing a doctor due to economic pressure, and good achievements can be made.
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Strengths and Drawbacks
The strengths of this paper are as follows. 1. The research population was Chinese middle-aged and older adults. At 
present, research regarding the delay in seeing a doctor among Chinese middle-aged and older adults is lacking. 
Consequently, the research population in this study is innovative. 2. The research contents included information like 
delay time and cause of delay. Noteworthily, this paper also summarized the disease symptom information of all cases 
with delay in seeing a doctor, which is distinct from the currently published research on delay in seeing a doctor related 
to multiple single diseases.

Nonetheless, certain limitations should be noted in this work. 1. This was a cross-sectional study, which was 
associated with restricted causal inference ability. 2. We collected information about the delay in seeing a doctor from 
the respondents depending on their memory within the last year, which might have recall bias. 3. We only investigated 
the occurrence of delay in seeing a doctor among middle-aged and older adults in the past year but did not analyze the 
times of delay in seeing a doctor in the last year, which should be further supplemented in future studies. 4. Both 
probabilistic sampling and non-probabilistic sampling were used in this study. Non-probabilistic sampling might raise 
biases.

Conclusion
This paper conducted a questionnaire survey to explore the occurrence of delays in seeing a doctor among middle-aged 
and older adults in Zhejiang Province, China, as well as the influencing factors. Besides, our results supplemented 
information like delay time, cause of delay, and disease symptoms. According to our results, the occurrence rate of delay 
in seeing a doctor among middle-aged and older adults aged ≥ 45 years was 28.24%, while that in the older adults aged ≥ 
60 years was 23.00%. Factors like the experience of multiple chronic diseases, strong social loneliness, and more health 
care needs promoted the occurrence of delay in seeing a doctor. By contrast, factors including convenient access to 
medical services and good self-reported physical condition suppressed the occurrence of delays in seeing a doctor. The 
most common reason for the delay in seeing a doctor among middle-aged and older adults was “Want to wait and see if 
the problem will get better on its own”. Meanwhile, the top three diseases related to delay in seeing a doctor were 
respiratory system disease, dental problems, and cardiac disease. Moreover, the delay time was mostly 1–2 weeks among 
the older adults, while economic pressure was the reason why middle-aged and older adults delayed seeing a doctor the 
longest.

From the theoretical perspective, this paper supplements the analysis of delay in seeing a doctor among Chinese 
middle-aged and older adults based on the existing research and adds the disease symptoms related to delay in seeing 
a doctor. At the application level, this paper suggests that 1. The family and the society should strengthen their care of 
middle-aged and older adults, and reduce their social loneliness. 2. Related health agencies should reinforce health 
education of disease knowledge and medical guidance for middle-aged and older adults, especially for cardiovascular 
diseases. 3. The government should improve access to medical services, for instance, attach importance to convenient 
transportation and increase medical facilities suitable for older adults. 4. The government may provide key support to 
middle-aged and older adults with economic hardship, pay attention to their healthcare needs, and improve their access to 
medical services.
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